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MGM INDUSTRIES INVESTS IN FIRST AUTOMATED VACUUM SPRAY PAINT 

COATER FOR UPVC EXTRUSIONS 
 

Hendersonville, Tenn. – MGM Industries is the first vinyl window and door 
manufacturer in North America to successfully offer painted uPVC profiles for 
mass production in any exterior color to its customers, with the installation of an 
innovative automated vacuum coater. 
 
According to Abe Gaskins, president of MGM Industries, they are the first and 
only window and door manufacturer, at this time, with this innovative technology 
that enables mass production of painted uPVC extrusions. 
 
“This is a tremendous boost to the industry,” says Gaskins.  “Architects and 
developers now have a choice for painted windows and doors besides clad, at 
about 50% of the cost.”   
 
The vacuum coater applies an automotive grade finish that resists flaking and 
peeling, making it durable for the commercial market. 
 
Initially, the company plans to stock their 6010 Series single hung new 
construction window, the 4600 Series replacement window and the 9000 Series 
patio door in a bronze exterior on white interior and tan interior.  Custom colors 
are available on a per quote basis.  More colors will be added as the market 
dictates. 
 
After years of researching machinery and paint chemistry, MGM has found the 
combination of machinery and paint that maximizes adhesion and guarantees 
consistent coverage to produce commercial grade, painted uPVC windows and 
doors.  They are so sure of their painted products, that they have a 10 year 
warranty against industry accepted fading and peeling of paint.    
 
Previous attempts, in the fenestration industry, to paint uPVC, on a mass 
manufacturing scale, produced poor adhesion, resulting in flaking paint that was 
easy to scratch and simply not durable for the commercial market.  Up until this 
point, vinyl windows and doors only came in two to three colors, white, tan or 
maybe earthtone.   
 



Founded in 1965 in Hendersonville, Tenn., MGM Industries extrudes and 
assembles a wide range of custom and standard sized vinyl windows, sliding patio 
and swing doors for new home construction, light commercial and replacement 
use.  For more information visit them online at www.MgmIndustries.com. 
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